Gene duplication and positive selection explains unusual physiological roles of the relaxin gene in the European rabbit.
The relaxin gene family is a group of genes involved in different physiological roles, most of them related to reproduction. In vertebrates the genes in this family are located in three separate chromosomal locations, and have been called relaxin family locus (RFL) A, B, and C. Among mammals the RFLA and RFLC are the most conserved as no gene copy-number variation has been observed thus far. The RFLB locus is also conserved on most mammals other than primates, where there are several gene gains and losses. Interestingly, the relaxin gene found on the RFLB locus in the European rabbit has acquired a novel role. In addition to the classical reproductive roles, this gene is expressed in tracheobronchial epithelial cells and its expression has been linked to squamous differentiation. We reconstructed the evolutionary history of the European rabbit RFLB locus using the tools of comparative genomics and molecular evolution. We found that the European rabbit possess a RFLB locus which is unique among mammals in that there are five tandemly arranged relaxin gene copies, which contrast with the single relaxin copy gene found in most mammals. In addition we also found that the ancestral pre-duplication gene was subject to the action of positive selection, and several amino acid sites were identified under the action of natural selection including the sites B12 and B13 which are part of the receptor recognition and binding site.